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crazy jumble and jangle of buses, lorries, drays, private
cars, and desperate bicycles, the main road, you see on
the right, first a nondescript blackened building that is
really the side of a shop and a number of offices; then
The Pavement Dining Rooms: R. Ditton, Propr., with
R. Ditton's usual window display of three coconut buns,
two oranges, four bottles of cherry cider picturesquely
grouped, and if not the boiled ham, the meat-and-
potato pie; then a squashed little house or bundle of
single offices that is hopelessly to let; and then the bar
of the White Horse, where you have the choice of any
number of mellowed whiskies or fine sparkling ales, to
be consumed on or off the premises, and if on, then
either publicly or privately. You are now half-way down
the street, and could easily throw a stone through one
of Chase & Cohen's windows, which is precisely what
somebody, maddened perhaps by the thought of the
Carnival Novelties, has already done. On the other
side, the southern side, the left-hand side when you turn
in from the outer world, you begin, rather splendidly,
with Dunbury fc Co.: Incandescent Gas Fittings, and
two windows almost bright with sample fittings. Then
you arrive at T. Benenden: Tobacconist, whose window
is filled with dummy packets of cigarettes and tobacco
that have long ceased even to pretend they have any-
thing better than air in them; though there are also, as
witnesses to T. Benenden's enterprise, one or two little
bowls of dry and dusty stuff that mutter, in faded letters,
"Our Own Mixture, Cool Sweet Smoking, Why not
Try it." To reach T. Benenden's little counter, you
go through the street doorway and then turn through
another door on the left. The stairs in front of you-
and very dark and dirty they are, too-belong to

